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THANKFUL REUNION
Children’s Hospital Fun
Centers bring joy to children
How becoming a guild lady
made me a better man
By James Ponder
The story of one woman’s persistent quest tothank the members of the Loma Linda
University Overseas Heart Surgery Team who
saved her life in 1974 during the height of the
VietnamWar spans two continents, three coun-
tries, and 35 years. It also highlights the power of
faith and determination in the face of obstacles.
The story begins in the late 1960s whenWynn
De Boever, who went by her given name of
Nguyen ThiMyNgoc in those days, discovered
that she was unable to play with other kids for
any length of time. She didn’t know it, but
Wynn was born with a ventricular septal defect,
a form of congenital heart disease.
Thinking Wynn’s constant lethargy and dour
facial expressions were nothing more than
symptoms of a bad disposition, Wynn’s mother
tried to motivate her to show more spirit and
personality. Finally, in a fit of desperation, she
blurted out something that would sting Wynn
to the core.
“Of all my girls, you’re the ugly one!” Wynn’s
mother said.
Unfortunately, the hurtful words produced a
negative effect on Wynn; instead of blossoming
into the outgoing young woman her mother
hoped she would be, she became increasingly
sullen and withdrawn.
Heart patient reunites with LLU Overseas Heart Surgery Team
members 35 years after they saved her life in Saigon
The first step in Wynn’s pilgrimage toward
health came when a physician suggested the 9-
year-old girl seek help at a German hospital ship
anchored in the waters off Da Nang. Relieved
to learn there might be a medical explanation
for her daughter’s behavior, Wynn’s mother
arranged for a trip.
When she got to the floating hospital,Wynnwas
diagnosed with a ventricular septal defect and
told she had a hole in the wall that separates the
left and right sides of her heart. She was also told
that physicians in Vietnam had neither the
expertise nor equipment to perform the opera-
tion shewould need in order to lead a normal life.
The next five years were difficult forWynn. She
was treated at four different hospitals, and at
each of them, doctors said the best she could
hope for was to receive daily injections and try
to keep herself reasonably healthy.
Wynn soon found that while the shots, most
likely a form of penicillin, did increase her
energy, they also presented a new set of chal-
lenges. For one thing, she had to visit the
hospital every day. For another, the injections
hurt a lot.
“The needles were the size of crochet hooks,”
Wynn remembers, “and the medication had the
consistency of whipping cream.”
Fortunately, when she went for a consultation
at Saigon Adventist Hospital, Wynn learned
that a team of American heart surgeons was
planning to visit Vietnam to instruct the
doctors there in cardiothoracic procedures.
Would Wynn like to be placed on the list for
open heart surtery?
Although she didn’t relish the idea at first,
Wynn had to admit that it beat the alternative
by a long shot. As she was later informed by
Joan Coggin, MD, a member of the LLU heart
team, her condition was so serious that she
probably would only have survived another 10
years without the surgery.
Fast forward 35 years, and Wynn and husband
Francois are escorting a guest on a walk through
the woods near Bayridge, the bed and breakfast
the couple owns and operates with Henry and
Sophie, their teenage children, in Victoria,
British Columbia.
Although the trailhead is only several hundred
yards from their front door, the atmosphere
along the fern-lined, leaf-strewn pathway
through moss-covered trees is as pristine and
beautiful as a national forest.
Wynn contrasts the freedom she feels now with
the oppression of life during the war. “Back in
Vietnam,” she explains, “it wasn’t safe for girls
or women to walk alone for fear of getting
groped or assaulted bymen.”
Memories of that era would haunt Wynn for
many years and make it difficult for her to
respond enthusiastically the first time Francois
asked her out. “He suggested we take a walk in
the park,” she remembers. “At first it felt OK,
but after awhile, I told him I wasn’t comfortable.
So wewent to a restaurant and I calmed down.”
Back at Bayridge, Francois and Wynn are
putting the finishing touches on the evening
meal while Henry and Sophie work on their
homework.
Like their parents, the De Boever kids are intel-
ligent and good-looking. Even though he’s only
15, Henry is ranked first among male cyclists
age 19 years and under in all of British
Columbia. He also likes rowing, and track and
field. For her part, Sophie, 13, also enjoys
rowing—in fact, her team is reigning city cham-
pion—as well as running and badminton. Both
kids love music.
Henry would like to attend college in France,
hopefully at the Sorbonne, where he plans to
study politics or law. Sophie, on the other hand,
was so impressed with the campus of Loma
Linda University that she looks forward to
coming here to study medicine. “I’m planning to
dragmy friend Rozhin withme,” she adds.
Over dinner, Wynn confides that her parents
dropped her off at the hospital the night before
her surgery. “I found out later that my father
was sleeping in the hallway the next day, waiting
Wynn De Boever and her husband, Francois, stand outside their home in
Victoria, British Columbia. Wynn was recently reunited with the LLU Overseas
Heart Surgery Teamwho saved her life 35 years ago in Saigon.
This is the famous salon chair where Wynn cut the hair of countless clients
before one of them tipped her off to the fact that maybe, just maybe, the physi-
cians who saved her life in Saigon in 1974 may have been members of the Loma
Linda University Overseas Heart Surgery Team. Please turn to page 4
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By Heather Reifsnyder
Loma Linda University inaugurated a newstage of health geoinformatics education in
the School of PublicHealth with aDecember 7,
2009, grand opening ceremony for the
program’s new laboratory. The new space
doubles the capacity of the former lab and
features the latest advances with which to teach
students to use geospatial thinking and tech-
nology to aid in solving health problems
Those speaking at the ceremony included
Richard Hart, MD, DrPH, president of Loma
Linda University; David Dyjack, DrPH, dean
of the School of Public Health; Lori Warrens,
executive director of the nonprofit Partnership
for Quality Medical Donations (PQMD); and
Jack Dangermond, founder of the Redlands,
California, company ESRI, a global leader in
geographic information systems software.
“The laboratory is, in every real sense,
tomorrow’s academic public health being prac-
ticed today,” says Dr. Dyjack. “The lab repre-
sents a hub where data, place, space, and time
converge in a manner which produces new and
valuable insight to public health decision- and
policy-makers.”
LLU School of Public Health is the only insti-
tution in the United States offering a bachelor
of science in public health in health geographics
and biomedical data management.
The school also offers a graduate certificate in
health geoinformatics, as well as graduate
programs for students earning an MBA in
health care administration and students earning
a master of public health (MPH) in the areas of
spatial epidemiology, environmental health, or
global health and development.
Dr. Hart and Mr. Dangermond have also
announced that ESRI and LLUwill jointly host
School of Public Health advances health
geoinformatics education
(From left) Jack Dangermond, Richard Hart, MD, DrPH, and David Dyjack, DrPH,
cut the ribbon in front of the new laboratory space.
Continued next page
GRANDOPENING
By James Ponder
ALoma Linda University Heart andSurgical Hospital (LLUHSH) physician
recently performed a groundbreaking surgical
procedure at the new hospital.
Angel J. Tamez,MD, says that although laparo-
scopic gallbladder and biliary surgery has been
around for more than 20 years, the minimally
invasive operation known as single-incision
laparoscopic cholecystectomy, or SILC, has
only been developed recently.
According to Jesse Mock, MA, LLUHSH
administrator, an LLUHSH urologist by the
name of Duane Baldwin, MD, has performed a
number of single incision nephrectomy proce-
dures, but this is the first time the procedure has
been offered at the new hospital. Dr. Tamez
maintains the SILC procedure to surgically
remove the gall bladder is quite rare.
“Very few centers around the world are doing
them routinely,” Dr. Tamez notes. “We’re
happy to be one of the first hospitals in Cali-
fornia to offer these new procedures to our
patients.”
He went on to say that SILC is just one
example of a number of procedures that can be
performed using the same principle. Single-inci-
sion laparoscopic surgery could be regarded as a
bridge between conventional laparoscopy and
completely incisionless surgery. “Although we’re
LLU Heart & Surgical Hospital physician
performs groundbreaking procedure
just starting to explore it, single-incision laparo-
scopic surgery is already revolutionizing the
field.”
Unlike conventional laparoscopy—which
requires several incisions and points of entry in
the patient’s body—the new single-incision
procedure allows surgeons to perform routine
operations through the belly button with one
small cut.
Although he doesn’t expect the groundbreaking
procedure with the long name to become a
household phrase any time soon, Dr. Tamez
believes it will become increasingly popular with
patients for many reasons.
“It offers several potential benefits,” he reports,
“allowing faster patient recovery times, reduced
pain, a lower chance of infection, and better
cosmesis than conventional laparoscopy. Obvi-
ously, more experience is required and time will
reveal how successful this type of surgerywill be.”
As exciting as all these advantages are, Dr.
Tamez says the new operation is paving the way
for completely incisionless surgery.
“We hope to be able to perform natural orifice
transluminal surgery (NOTES) in the not-too-
distant future,” he reports.
When the NOTES procedure becomes avail-
able, surgeons will enter the body through the
mouth, vagina, or anus to perform a number of
operations withminimal impact on patients.
Dr. Tamez is no stranger to minimally invasive
surgical procedures. After receiving his MD
degree from the University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio, he came to
Loma Linda University for his surgical resi-
dency. Following that, he took a minimally inva-
sive surgery fellowship at Wake Forest
University in North Carolina before returning
to Loma Linda to serve as assistant professor of
surgery and associate program director for the
general surgery residency program.
And while he is very excited about the
prospects for minimally invasive surgery at
LLUHeart& Surgical Hospital, Dr. Tamez is
especially happy to report that the patient who
received the first SILC operation at the
hospital has recovered from the surgery and is
doing just fine. “We’re very happy with the
results,” he beams.
GROUNDBREAKING SURGERY
Angel J. Tamez, MD
Contributed report
Community-Academic Partners in Service(CAPS), in collaboration with the office of
student activities and the chaplains’ office,
hosted the first annual Thanksgiving benefit
concert to welcome Helping Hands Pantry to
the Social Action Community Health System
(SACHS)Norton Clinic.
Helping Hands Pantry, a Christian church
COMMUNITYOUTREACH
CAPS welcomes Helping Hands Pantry
to SACHS–Norton
organization, currently distributes supplemental
foods to more than 900 families within the San
Bernardino area. Helping Hands Pantry has
made great strides in addressing community
needs; currently, there is a waiting list with 700
families who require food assistance.
In an effort to link students of Loma Linda
University with the greater community for
“Glocal Missions Week,” emphasizing both
global and local service, a fun-filled day was
planned to give thanks and collect canned goods
with families, friends, and lots of kids.
Throughout the day “futbol” games were
played, and volunteers made craft turkeys by
tracing the children’s hands. They also asked
the children to write five things for which they
were thankful.
Following activities and games, everyone settled
in for impressive musical performances given by
Community Kids ConnectionMusic, Levantao,
and Ivan Colon. Everyone left with full bellies,
after enjoying soup, bread, and hot chocolate.
For the kids, this turned into bread dipped in
chocolate as they shouted “Chocolate Churros!”
If you or someone you know would like to
make a financial contribution or support
Helping Hands Pantry by volunteering, please
check out their website for contact information
at <www.helpinghandspantry.org>.
By Dustin R. Jones, MA
New research conducted by School ofNursing professors is helping to
uncover the growing burden of diabetes in the
United States.
Edelweiss Ramal, PhD, RN, assistant
Nursing professors research diabetes
management in local community
RESEARCH
professor of nursing at the LLU School of
Nursing, presented the initial findings of her
research, titled “Barriers to Diabetes Self-
Care Management in Latinos in San
Bernardino, California,” at the Global
Conference on Health and Lifestyle in
Geneva, Switzerland, in July.
Please turn to page 7
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Trees of Hope bring beauty to Children’s
Hospital lobby
TREESOFHOPE
This holiday season the Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital lobby is
decorated with Christmas trees, adorned with beautiful angels, sparkly white
lights, and shiny red ornaments. For the 10th year Big Hearts for Little Hearts
Loma Linda Guild has coordinated Tree of Hope, which continues to raise funds
for Children’s Hospital.
By Nancy Yuen
For the last five years, young Wyatt Caleyspent hundreds of dollars to buy toys for
kids in Loma Linda University Children’s
Hospital at Christmastime. He began earning
the money himself, selling mistletoe, when he
was just 6 years old.
Earlier this year JoannaDeLeon, director, Loma
Linda University Children’s Hospital Founda-
tion, wrote a thank-you note toWyatt’s dad for
Wyatt Caley and his parents: James
Caley, DDS, and Barbara Caley deliver
a Nintendo Wii, extra controls, and
games to Loma Linda University Chil-
dren’s Hospital. Wyatt has donated
hundreds of dollars in toys to Chil-
dren’s Hospital over the last five years;
this year he donated an Xbox 360
Elite, extra controls, and games, which
will remain in the hospital, helping
bring smiles to kids during their stay
in the hospital.
Wyatt Caley raises funds to buy an Xbox
360 Elite for kids in Children’s Hospital
YOUNG PHILANTHROPIST
him to give to Wyatt; she also mentioned that
at Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital
there is a great need for computer games that
can remain at the hospital, where they are used
by many young patients, providing something
fun for them to do while they’re in the hospital.
When Wyatt’s dad told him about how much
computer games help kids who are in the
hospital, Wyatt decided he wanted to help. He
wanted to buy anXbox 360 Elite.
He expanded his holiday mistletoe business to
include a fruit and flower stand he called
“Wyatt’s Farm.” As he tried to do a good
deed,Wyatt learned that the world can be cruel;
thieves stole some of his profits. Nature also
interfered; during a windstorm, Wyatt’s Farm
stand suffered damage.
But Wyatt didn’t give up; he wanted the kids in
Children’s Hospital to be able to play games on
the Wii on Thanksgiving. So with a small busi-
ness loan (financed by his parents), he purchased
aWii console, extra controls, and games.
A few days before Thanksgiving Wyatt and his
mom and dad made a special trip to Children’s
Hospital where Joanna DeLeon, director, Loma
Linda University Children’s Hospital Founda-
tion, met them. She thankedWyatt for his hard
work and accepted his gift.
PHILANTHROPYPIONEERDIES
Contributed report
Milton Murray, a life-long philanthropist,mentor, and founder of charitable orga-
nizations throughout North and South
America, died December 9 in a care facility in
Loma Linda, California. He was 87.
Mr. Murray graduated from La Sierra Univer-
sity, Riverside, in 1949. He joined the staff at
Loma Linda University as the institution’s first
public relations professional, working there for
12 years.
In 1961, Mr. Murray left Loma Linda to work
for the G. A. Brakeley Company and later for
the Ford Foundation. He subsequently moved
to Mexico, commissioned by the Ford Founda-
tion to establish a development program at the
University of Guadalajara. The program was
the first of its kind at any private institution of
higher education in Latin America.
Mr. Murray founded the philanthropy program
of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, Philan-
thropic Service for Institutions (PSI), in the
1970s and served as its director for 20 years.
The organization is based at the church's world
headquarters in Silver Spring,Maryland.
After he spent 27 years advocating for the
release of a stamp commemorating philan-
thropy, the United States Postal Service issued
“Giving& Sharing” postage in 1998.
Mr. Murray was born on April 6, 1922, in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, to missionary parents. After
spending his first 17 years in Spanish-speaking
territories, he spoke fluent Spanish for the rest
of his life.
He later accepted a position with the Adventist
Church's regional administration in the Mid-
Atlantic United States as a consultant for insti-
tutional development. He also worked at the
church's Columbia Union Conference, which
serves the U.S.Mid-Atlantic region.
In 1973,Mr.Murray joined the Adventist world
headquarters, launching PSI. In that office he
helped nurture and establish programs among
Milton Murray passes away
more than 100 church institutions located
primarily in the continental United States.
He received an honorary doctorate in humani-
tarian service from La Sierra University in 2004.
Until his retirement in 1992, Murray was a
certified member of the National Society of
Fundraising Executives, now the Association of
Fundraising Professionals, an accredited
member of the Public Relations Society of
America, and a Fellow of the Association for
Healthcare Philanthropy.
He is survived by his second wife, Jeanne
Murray, two children and two grandchildren.
His first wife, VirginiaH.Murray, died in 2000.
Milton Murray
the first Designing the Healthy Community
international invitational symposium. The
meetings are intended to bring together the best
minds in public health to share new ideas about
using geographic information systems to make
the world a healthier place. The inaugural event
is planned for 2010 and will be held at both the
Loma Linda University campus and ESRI’s
Redlands headquarters.
The geoinformatics lab is significant for not
only LLU but also is a real-world partner with
organizations working to make positive change
in people’s health. The lab has worked closely
with PQMD, which is a powerful alliance of the
world’s leading non-governmental organizations
and pharmaceutical and medical device manu-
facturers working together to establish and
promote the best science and standards for
competent delivery of quality humanitarian aid.
PQMD members operate in more than 150
countries around the world. The lab has also
helped the Los Angeles nonprofit CoachArt to
better match children who have chronic
illnesses with adults who can teach them new
skills in arts and athletics.
The health geoinformatics laboratory also offers
training to the public in HAZUS-MH, a
disaster management software system devel-
oped by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency. Through these workshops, local public
servants working in emergency planning and
response gain additional skills in preparing for
andmitigating disasters.
Continued from previous page
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for the outcome of my operation,” she shares.
She doesn’t recall the procedure itself, but
Wynn does remember a funny incident that
happened a few days later while she recovered
from the operation.
“They told all the American heart doctors’
patients to go downstairs for a photo,” she
confides. “There were a whole bunch of us, but I
remembered my mother’s words about being
ugly, and didn’t want to spoil the picture. So I
hid upstairs and watched out the window.”
Fortunately, Ron Jutzy, MD, a cardiologist
from Loma Linda University Medical Center,
spotted Wynn and ran upstairs to get her for
the photo. She refused to go with him, so Dr.
Jutzy carried her, kicking and screaming, down
the stairs. Four pictures were taken, but Wynn
arrived in time for only the last one.
Thirty-five years later, Wynn and Dr. Jutzy
meet again. The scene is the packed interior of
the Loma Linda University Church where an
enthusiastic crowd has just witnessed Wynn’s
triumphant reunion with members of the heart
team who saved her life. This time, Dr. Jutzy
turns out to be the feisty one.
“Wanna fight?” he jokingly asks her. Instead of
fighting, Wynn gives Dr. Jutzy one of her
famous hugs.
There was little reason for laughter the year
after her surgery. Thanks to her newfound
vitality, Wynn began working full time in her
mom’s hair salon. She enjoyed learning to cut
hair, but things soon went south.
“Life became difficult after the communists
took over in 1975,” she reports. “The govern-
ment shut down private businesses so they
could run everything. Mymom had to close her
salon, and we worked in a government factory
in order to be allowed to buy rice. So many
things made me want to escape: the economy,
the way the government was running the
country, the dictatorship. We had to work
hard just to save enough to live on. The govern-
ment devalued the currency from 1,000 to 100,
so we had nothing. They did that twice from
1975 to 1987.”
It took several years and three attempts, but
Wynn finally left the country one dark night.
She made her way to Thailand with a small
group of refugees. The police in that nation,
however, proved anything but friendly.
“They took all the women into private rooms,”
she reports, “and raped most of us. I was spared
by themonthly cycle. They were inhumane!”
Wynn and her fellow expatriates were even-
tually released to the custody of United
Nations officials on a large island in Thai
waters. For the next two years, she waited
eagerly to see if her request for asylum in the
West would be granted.
She could hardly contain her joy when Cana-
dian officials said yes.
In December of 1992, a friend suggested Fran-
cois might want to go on a blind date with a girl
namedWynn. Francois was working as a transit
driver for the city of Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
while Wynn had been working for two years in
a hair salon in Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, and
finishing cosmetology school.
“He called me and said hi,” Wynn remembers.
“I thought he was nice to talk to, and a decent
person. He said, ‘Why don’t you come see me
the next time you’re in Calgary?’ I said, ‘Why
don’t you come visit me?’ He came over seven
days later.”
“We went to a restaurant in a hotel where her
sister was working,” Francois shares. “It was
known as the best restaurant in town.”
“No it wasn’t,” Wynn counters. “It was a good
one, but not the best.”
Regardless, bothWynn and Francois agree that
the fateful date wasDecember 26, 1992.
“He was supposed to go back to Calgary that
same day,” Wynn reveals, “but his car battery
died at the beginning of the first big storm of
the year. He had nowhere to go, so I invited
him to stay with my sister, our roommate, and
me.He slept on the couch and seemed happy.”
Apparently so! Francois got his car fixed the
next day and returned to Calgary. A couple
weeks later, he returned to see Wynn a second
time. This time, he cut right to the chase.
“I was quite clear about it,” Francois declares. “I
told her directly what my intentions were. I
wanted to marry and have a family. I didn’t
want the engagement to last for months and
years, and then to say, ‘Oh well, it didn’t work.’
If she had been scared, I would have known it,
but she wasn’t.”
“We were married on March 19, 1993,”
Wynn smiles. “I moved to Calgary with him.”
Henry was born on February 8, 1994, and
Sophie joined the family on March 1, 1996.
The De Boevers moved into Bayridge on
December 1, 1999.
Even though her journey transported Wynn
across the sea to a whole new way of life, she
never forgot the kindness and generosity of the
American physicians who saved her life in 1974.
In the back of her mind, she always knew she
Heart patient reunites with LLU Overseas Heart
Surgery Team members after 35 years…
Continued from page 1
At the October 31, 2009, reunion with members of the Loma Linda University
Overseas Heart Team who saved her life during the Vietnam War, Wynn De
Boever (center) prepares to answer a question from moderator Henry
Lamberton, PsyD (right) as Ellsworth Wareham, MD, (left) listens in. Dr.
Wareham, one of the world’s premier cardiothoracic surgeons, holds a vintage
photo of Wynn. Dr. Lamberton is associate dean of student affairs for the LLU
School of Medicine.
From left, Francois, Wynn, Sophie, and Henry De Boever celebrate the
successful outcome of Wynn’s 35-year quest to find and thank the members of
the heart team that came to Saigon in 1974 and performed the open-heart
surgery that saved her life. Who knew the team was from Loma Linda? Not
Wynn; she only knew they had come from somewhere in the United States until
her persistent questioning of nearly everyone she met finally paid off.
Continued next page
Contributed report
The Monday, January 4, 2010, New Year'sepisode of the CBS Television Distribu-
tion show “The Doctors” will feature Linda
Hyder Ferry, MD, MPH, a tobacco-depen-
dence treatment expert who is an associate
professor in the LLU Schools of Medicine and
Public Health and chief, preventive medicine
section, Loma Linda Veterans Affairs Health-
care System.
She was the original researcher of bupropion
(Zyban®) for treatment of tobacco dependence,
a non-nicotine medication.
The episode is about making New Year’s reso-
lutions, one of which was to stop smoking in
2010. The episode includes Dr. Ferry's evalua-
tion and treatment of a Riverside woman in her
fifties who has tried to stop smoking multiple
times over 40 years, and her best friend since
high school, a woman who has only smoked for
five years.
The two women, who agreed to help each other
stop smoking, were filmed at LLU going
through a physical exam and laboratory tests
supervised by Dr. Ferry and Tami Jacques, RN,
a nurse at the Center forHealth Promotion.
Dr. Ferry gave them feedback about their health
risks from the tests and provided guidance for
their treatment plan, selecting a new medication
approach to meet their needs. Dr. Ferry was
invited to appear as the guest expert on the set
of “The Doctors” in West Hollywood CBS
LLU physician to appear on
‘The Doctors’
TELEVISIONAPPEARANCE
Paramount Studios three days later to film the
studio portion of the episode with 60 smokers
in the audience.
Dr. Ferry recommends that anyone who uses
any tobacco product ask for effective, profes-
sional medical therapy to select the best treat-
ment plan. Call 1-800-QuitNow for referrals to
trained professionals and advice about using
medications to improve success. In the Loma
Linda area, call the Center for Heath Promo-
tion for medical treatment of tobacco depen-
dence at (909) 558-4594.
“The Doctors” airs locally on KCAL 9 at 11:00
a.m., Mondays through Fridays. For other local
listing stations, visit <www.thedoctorstv.com/
main/local_listings>.
Linda Hyder Ferry, MD, MPH
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had to find them and express the deep-seated
gratitude she felt in her heart.
Since moving to Victoria a decade ago, Wynn
has incessantly queried every single guest to
Bayridge and every customer to her hair salon to
see if anyone might possibly know the identity
of the doctors who saved her life.
“I had no idea who they were,” Wynn remarks.
“I only knew they came from the United States.
I resolved that if I ever found them, I would
invite them to come to Bayridge and stay free of
charge, and let me cut their hair.”
Recently, one of her guests thought Loma Linda
University might have been involved. It was the
only leadWynn had to go on, and it was a long
shot, but she had to try.Would it pay off?
When he received an unsolicited e-mail from
one Henry De Boever on August 30, 2008,
Roger Hadley, MD, dean of the LLU School of
Medicine, was intrigued. The sender wondered
if Dr. Hadley might help him locate the doctors
who saved his mother’s life? “Do you know
anything about it?” the e-mail concluded.
Dr. Hadley e-mailed Henry right back with a
photo of the 30 or 40 heart patients the team
had operated on in 1974. “Is your mother in
this group?” he asked.
Call it fate if you must, but moments later Dr.
Hadley learned that he had selected the only
photo in which Wynn appears. As a medical
student, he had accompanied Ellsworth
Wareham, MD; Joan Coggin, MD; the late
Wilfred Huse, MD; and the LLU heart team
on the trip to Saigon. Three and a half decades
later, the dean managed to locate the picture—
among the 30,000 photos catalogued on his
computer—in amatter of moments!
At this point, the “what ifs” beg to be answered:
what if Dr. Hadley had sent one of the photos
taken before Dr. Jutzy arrived carrying Wynn?
If so, would she have recognized any of the
other patients after 35 years, or concluded, with
great disappointment, that her search had led to
a blind alley? The odds were against her, but
Continued from previous page what if Someone were guiding her search?
“I mean, I actually thought it was a shot in
the dark,” Henry observes. “When I saw the
reply, I thought, ‘Like wow, this thing actu-
ally pulled through!’ But then I thought,
‘Miracles happen!’ ”
DidWynn dance around the room and do cart-
wheels when she realized her long search for the
people who saved her life was finally over?
“No,” Sophie laughs, “myMom doesn’t do that,
but she was really happy! She’s been wondering
who they were and telling me and my brother
how grateful she is for these people, and how
she really wants tomeet them and thank them.”
“It was pretty big news around here,” Francois
concurs.
It was pretty big news in Loma Linda, too—
especially after Dr. Hadley received the second
of Henry’s e-mails that afternoon. “Mom wants
you to come to British Columbia and stay as
our guest at the bed and breakfast,” Henry replied. “She wants to give you a haircut too.”
Ten months later, on May 29, 2009, members
of the Loma Linda entourage—Roger and
Donna Hadley; Ellsworth Wareham; Alice
Wongworawat, Dean Hadley’s executive assis-
tant; and Maranatha Hay, a filmmaker for the
office of university relations—are standing
before the customs official at Victoria Interna-
tional Airport and telling him the amazing story
ofWynn and the heart team.
Shortly thereafter, Roger Hadley is sitting in
Wynn’s salon getting a haircut while Dr.
Wareham looks on.Wynn is teasing Dr. Hadley
about how much better he looked in 1974. “You
had a lotmore hair back then!” she jokes.
The sanctuary of the Loma Linda University
Church is packed to the rafters the morning of
October 31, 2009. It’s the last day of the School
of Medicine’s 100th anniversary Centennial
Celebration, and Dr. Hadley has waited for this
moment to recite the story, which—perhaps
more than any other—best exemplifies the
school’s mission tomakeman whole.
The lights dim, the vast room goes silent, and
Maranatha Hay’s uplifting motion picture
about Wynn De Boever and the heart team
heroes who saved her life flashes on screen.
When the video comes to an end, Dr. Hadley
announces that we have a special guest this
morning. Care to guess who it is?
The church erupts with applause as Wynn
steps to the stage with a grin wider than the
Canadian prairie. Beaming like a celebrity, she
tells the world how happy she is to finally meet
the people who saved her life. She thanks
members of the team profusely, and teases Dr.
Hadley once again about his hair.
The dean smiles, invites Francois, Henry, and
Sophie to stand, and extends a warm welcome
to Messieur De Boever’s relatives who jour-
neyed all the way from France for Wynn’s
once-in-a-lifetime reunion. Seldom, if ever,
has the church been the site of such conta-
gious rejoicing.
All eyes turn back to Wynn as she hugs one
after another of the people who saved her life.
Love and gratitude flood her face.
She looks absolutely nothing like an ugly
duckling.
Like mother like daughter … Wynn De
Boever gets a hair treatment from
daughter Sophie at Bayridge, the bed
and breakfast the family owns and
operates on a hill overlooking the sea
in Victoria, British Columbia.
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Contributed report
Three Angels Broadcasting Network(3ABN) recently hosted a faculty
member and student from the School of Public
Health’s preventive care program on its “3ABN
Today” show.
Assistant professor Hildemar Dos Santos,
DrPH,MD, and doctoral student Claudio Japas
discussed the three preventive care programs—
the certificate in lifestyle intervention, the
master’s of public health in lifestyle medicine,
and the preventive care doctorate of public
health—in order to raise awareness among
Seventh-day Adventist viewers about “the
uniqueness of these programs that can help a
person improve their health by going through
lifestyle modifications,” says Dr. Dos Santos.
“It’s a whole system about behavior change.”
Dr. Dos Santos mentioned in the interview
with 3ABN that LLU’s preventive care
programs are the “guardians” of the Blue Zone,
Dr. Dos Santos (left) and Mr. Japas tape at 3ABN’s studios.
Preventive care program featured on 3ABN
because they promote, at an academic level, the
lifestyle advocated by the Seventh-day Adven-
tist Church—the principles responsible for
National Geographic’s designation of Loma
Linda as one of the world’s few Blue Zones,
areas where people experience greater longevity.
They also talked about other programs in the
School of Public Health, such as the master’s
programs in health promotion, nutrition, global
health, and epidemiology.
One of the main goals of this interview was to
promote the programs and perhaps recruit
more members of the Adventist church to study
in them. The preventive care courses are part of
the church tradition and inheritance; yet just a
few students in the programs are Seventh-day
Adventists, and the numbers are getting lower,
Dr. Dos Santos says.
While filming in Illinois, Mr. Japas andDr. Dos
Santos also gave seven different health presenta-
tions that will be aired on 3ABN’s program
“Wonderfully Made.” The two, who geared the
TELEVISED PREVENTIVE CARE
talks for 3ABN’s international audience,
engaged in a dialogue as they discussed exercise,
weight control, cancer prevention, stress
management, metabolic syndrome, and heart
disease. One presentation was about health
evangelism, or how churches should run their
health programs with the same priority as other
church ministries; this presentation also focused
on how to develop a community health center
based out of one’s local church.
“Working with 3ABN and the potential
audience of millions was a God-given privi-
lege to share and educate others on the
dangers of the diseases we see all around us,”
says Mr. Japas, “and also to show how to
lower the risk of acquiring further complica-
tions. It is very satisfying to know that with
each episode many will be able to have prac-
tical tools and knowledge to increase their
quality of life.”
By James Ponder
Iwasn’t too excited when Eloise Habekostasked if I’d like to become the only male
member of the Big Hearts for Little Hearts
Loma Linda Guild’s board of directors a couple
years ago. “We need you to help us tell our
story,” Eloise insisted. “You can be our photog-
rapher and publicist, and write articles about
our events.”
On the surface, the explanation seemed reason-
able enough. As a father and grandfather, I love
kids and would like to help the guild raise
money to assist Loma Linda University Chil-
dren’s Hospital in providing excellent care for
the children of our community. But I still had
my doubts.
How would it feel to be the only guy in the
group? What do women do when they get
together, anyway; sit around and knit doilies? I’ll
never fit in if that’s the case.Would they under-
stand my need to talk about the really impor-
tant things—football, guitars, hotrods, and
motorcycles—from time to time?
I told Eloise I’d think it over, then went home
and mentioned it to my wife. I never should
have done that.
“What are you afraid of?” she asked. “I’m not
afraid of anything!” I replied, walking headfirst
into a trap. “Good,” she said. “So do it.”
I attended the first board meeting with fear and
trepidation. “Just as I suspected,” I was thinking.
“There’s enough estrogen in this room to flood
theGrand Coulee Dam!”
“Shush!” I told myself. “These are nice people,
and they care about kids.” Somehow I managed
to smile as Eloise introduced me to the other
members of the organization. By the time she
HUMOR
How becoming a guild lady made
me a better man
finished going around the table, my head was
spinning; I’ll never keep track of all those names.
But bless her heart, Eloise sensed my confusion.
The next thing I knew, she diverted my atten-
tion by inviting me to help myself from a tasty
selection of sandwiches, cookies, chips, and
drinks. You can’t go wrong when there’s root
beer on the table.
It didn’t happen all at once, but I gradually came
to realize that my fears about joining this
predominantly female organization were
groundless for themost part.
For one thing, even though I am the only male
member of the guild board, I’m not the only
guy in the organization. There are several men
on the guild’s membership list, and some of
them volunteer at our events. For another, I
have to admit that the guild ladies are fast
becoming my friends; to my surprise, none of
them takes offense when I slip the occasional
football comment into the conversation, or
talk about guitars.
What clinched the deal, however, was when I
realized that one of them—Carol Hartnell—
loves cars so much she commissioned a hotrod
fromWest Coast Customs and brings it out for
the kids to see at guild events. What’s more,
when I asked if anybody would like to, Denise
Hertel accepted an invitation for herself and
husband, Steve, to come along on a rattlesnake
hunt with Carl Person, a graduate student in
LLU’s earth and biological sciences program.
We had a blast, and Carl caught a red diamond
rattler to boot. As we cruised home, it suddenly
hit me that I have more in common with the
guild ladies than I ever dreamed.
The transition hasn’t been completely smooth,
however. I remember how I felt when I got a
memo sent to guild members, which started out
“Dear ladies … ’‘ A polite e-mail to the sender
resulted in future communications starting with
the salutation, “Dear ladies and Jim.”
I also felt a little awkward when asked to join
the ladies for the guild’s Christmas tea in
Yucaipa last year. This side of the Atlantic, I
don’t know any men who go out for tea, and
frankly, I wasn’t sure what to expect.
Fortunately, however, it was raining cats and
dogs so I was able to slip into the teahouse
without being spotted by reporters. Once
inside, I enjoyed myself a lot. The food was deli-
cious, and the other members of the board went
out of their way tomakeme feel at home.
Even so, I can’t let the opportunity pass without
pointing out that I’m a member of a persecuted
minority. “Poor boy!” the ladies exclaim, putting
another chocolate treat onmy plate.
Every year, the guild hosts a variety of events
and activities for the patients of Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital. Some of
them, like Fall into Reading, and the Spring
Read, are annual events. Others, like Dressing
Up Red, a benefit for young ladies battling
cardiovascular disease, start out as one-time-
only gigs, but turn out so well the board votes
to make them annual occurrences.
One thing strikes me as I contemplate the board
members’ involvement with these events. For
the life of me, I can’t tell who is having more
fun. The kids are cutting and pasting, coloring
and creating, but the ladies have this look of
pure bliss on their faces. If I had to make a
choice, I’d give the nod to the ladies.
Recently, I was asked to serve the guild board for
another two years. I didn’t hesitate to re-enlist;
working with the guild has changed me. Most of
all, my involvement with the guild has made me
appreciate the fact that although big-time
celebrities and newsmakers get most of the
attention, there are lots of big-hearted people in
this world looking out for the needs and inter-
ests of children.My goal for the next two years is
to help the guild designmore activities of interest
tomale patients at Children’sHospital.
It’s my privilege to belong to the guild, and if
you’ve got a little time on your hands, why not
consider joining the guild? Contact incoming
president Catherine O’Brien-Grinnan at (909)
528-0372 for more information on ways you
can help out. And hey, if you’re a guy, tell her
you’d like to join me in promoting gender
equality in the guild.
Now, if you’ll excuse me, as a member of the
board, I’ve got four dozen cupcakes to bake.
The guild ladies line up and smile while the author snaps the photo. Apparently,
he forgot his uniform and, therefore, could not be in the picture.
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By Nancy Yuen
In Loma Linda University Children’sHospital’s Stater Bros. Activity Center a
child, 6 years old, sat in front of a shiny new
FunCenter, his attention riveted to the screen.
He sat cross-legged on the chair; and even if
he’d been sitting properly his feet would not
have reached the floor. He held a control,
making a mouse on the screen jump onto
barrels and climb ladders, while his mom
directed the mouse toward apples which must
be collected before moving on to the game’s
next level.
And in another corner of the playroom a child
dressed in fuzzy pink pajamas with pictures of
stars that match a small sparkly star sticker near
her left eye played her very favorite game on
another Nintendo Wii—bowling. Her mom
cheered her on as she bowled a strike. And
across from them a 10-year-old matched his
basketball skills against Dennis McIntyre, exec-
utive vice-president of marketing at Stater Bros.
Markets. The child won handily.
The kids, all Loma Linda University Chil-
dren’s Hospital patients, were special guests
for a ribbon-cutting event unveiling five Fun
Centers, donated by Stater Bros. Charities and
Kraft Foods, through Starlight Children’s
Foundation. The Fun Centers each feature a
Nintendo Wii, a DVD player, and an LCD
TV. While they were playing, the kids forgot
they needed to be in the hospital to get better;
Forgetting about being in the hospital while she plays a game on one of five
new Fun Centers, a child enjoys herself with a Nintendo Wii. Five Fun Centers
were donated to Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital by Stater Bros.
Charities and Kraft Foods, through the Starlight Children’s Foundation.
Looking on is Patti Pettis, MA, executive director, Loma Linda University Chil-
dren’s Hospital Foundation.
Five new Fun Centers help bring joy to kids at Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital
they forgot about shots and medicine and IVs,
and just had fun.
In addition to Mr. McIntyre, Stater Bros.
representatives included Cindy Schmidtz,
director of marketing; Gary Whightsil,
marketing buyer; and Sarah Cain, executive
director, Stater Bros. Charities. Representing
Kraft were Jerry Hunter, customer business
manager, and Don Frye. And representing
the Starlight Foundation was Jenny Isaacson,
vice president, brand marketing and commu-
nications.
Receiving the gifts were Patti Pettis, executive
director, office of philanthropy, and Joanna
DeLeon, director, Loma Linda University Chil-
dren’sHospital Foundation.
PHILANTHROPY
The carol “Silent Night” will be sung many times by now. A word near “silent” is “stillness.”
The following is offered as a further enhancement of the ineffable at Christmas:
“There is correspondence between our hearts and God’s. They have imprinted on them the
same unimaginable hope, sealed with a promise. The hope is for fullness, for wholeness, for
completion, for being one with each other. What that will look like is hidden from us. The
end and fullness of all things is known only to God. But we have glimpses of it and those
glimpses stagger us with their inexpressible beauty. We are tormented with teasing
reminders by the restlessness of our desires, by the almost painful depth of our longings, by
our ardent seeking for something more. Our entire lives are a vigil, a keeping watch, for the
fulfillment of this hope. All creation holds vigil with us, as it has since the beginning. All
generations before us and those who come after us will hold it as well.
“But it is especially in this season of the church year, during Advent and Christmas, the
season of the Coming, that we rise up on tiptoe to dance.We open our throats to sing and to
proclaim this vigil that we keep. As we do so, we dip down into the ageless vigil being kept by
the waters and grasses of the earth.We share in the solemn watchfulness observed by granite
and limestone. We enter the hearts of one another as, in stillness, we listen for the divine
heartbeat.
“We wait for fullness. We watch for the completion of the promise. We vigil for the coming
of the unimaginable fruition of the seed growing from the beginning in the heart of God.”
Adapted fromWendyWright’sThe Vigil
ByWil Alexander, PhD
Professor of family medicine
School of Medicine
Innerweave …
TheWholeness Story
Lead investigator Edelweiss Ramal, PhD, RN (standing, right), assistant
professor of nursing, School of Nursing, listens as Raquel Garcia leads one of
the test groups in food preparation. Also pictured is Kathie Ingram, MS, RN
(sitting, second from right), associate professor of nursing.
Dr. Ramal’s study qualitatively identified
barriers to lifestyle changes that promote self-
care management in Latino diabetic persons.
These are individuals who have been referred to
and/or attended part or all of the diabetes
classes at SACHS–Norton Clinic in San
Bernardino.
According to Dr. Ramal, the escalating rate of
diabetes among Latinos is alarming. “The inci-
dence of diabetes is increasing dramatically in
the community of San Bernardino,” she says.
Latinos represent the largest ethnic group (46
percent) in San Bernardino (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2006). A group of master of public
health degree students conducted a needs
assessment at the SACHS-Norton Clinic for
this at-risk group.
This was followed up with observations made
by the investigators while conducting diabetes
classes among this population. Both interactions
indicate the need for a contextualized lifestyle
approach to diabetes management.
“We want people to learn to control their
diabetes,” says Dr. Ramal. “It requires a change
in lifestyle that is often difficult. This includes
building a support group and other activities so
that they don’t feel isolated.”
In addition to Dr. Ramal, Kathie Ingram, MS,
RN; Anne Berit Petersen, MS,MPH, RN; and
Andrea Champlin, MPH, collected data for
identifying barriers to lifestyle changes.
This data was obtained over 12 months by
audio taping focus group discussions of two to
eight participants per group, with a total of 30
to 40 participants. The discussions were guided
by a theory-based protocol and moderated by
the investigators. The data was transcribed for
analysis without associating personal informa-
tion of participants other than general data,
such as venue of focus group, date, total number
of women and men, age range, and number of
classes attended. Dr. Ramal hopes that their
research can improve diabetes education for this
at-risk group. “Our findings show me that we
need to dig deeper and continue this research,”
she says.
Previously, SACHS–Norton Clinic offered
individual education for adults and children as
part of its health education services. These
services include information on hypertension,
lipid management, weight management, and
general nutrition. The education classes help
to improve the level of diabetes self-care
related to lifestyle.
The classes have now been added to
SACHS–Arrowhead curriculum. The group is
also currently in the planning stages to begin
teaching courses at La Escuelita, a project of the
LLUCommunity-Academic Partners in Service
program, in order to benefit members of the
community whomay not be SACHS clients.
The educators have also added meal planning
and food demonstrations with a high-fiber, low-
fat, plant-based diet as part of the program.
Dr. Ramal is excited about the future of this
program and is currently working on an article
about the findings, in addition to a research
grant. “I have always had a passion for educating
others on diabetes and diabetes management,”
she says. “There are many opportunities for that
in our local community.”
Nursing professors research diabetes …
Continued from page 2
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By Nancy Yuen
Palm Desert is renowned for its manicuredgolf courses and luxury hotels. And the city
continues to attract world famous chefs.
Recently, members of the Big Hearts for Little
Hearts Desert Guild gathered for a luncheon at
Cork Tree California Cuisine. They sampled
five star food offered at the restaurant as owner
Chef Herve Glin gave a cooking demonstration
to those attending the sold-out event, which
raised funds in support of Loma Linda Univer-
sity Children’sHospital.
Jennifer Daniels of Vitas Innovative Hospice
Care emceed the luncheon, and Jen Cruikshank,
RN, MBA, executive director of quality and
safety at LLUCH, was the presenter. Adriana
Gurrola, who was treated for non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma at Loma LindaUniversity Children’s
Chef teaches Big Hearts for Little Hearts
Desert Guild members favorite recipes
Hospital, shared her experiences as a cancer
survivor.
The menu included roasted butternut squash
soup, seared green asparagus, and white bean
salad crostini. Dessert was a local fig tart
tatin. Chef Glin revealed several secrets from
his kitchen, including a trick he uses at his
restaurant.
He places whole peppercorns on a baking sheet
and toasts them for a few minutes before
grinding them, and he uses smoky sea salt. And
one of his favorite places to shop for ingredi-
ents? The local Trader Joe’s.
After receiving culinary training in Paris, Chef
Glin moved to California, where he worked his
way up from washing vegetables to chef at
Meadowood Resort in Napa, California. He
has worked at La Valencia in La Jolla, and City
Club in Houston. According to an article in
Palm Springs Metromix, Chef Glin befriended
many famous chefs including Julia Child and
Jacques Pepin; he was one of 60 chefs to cook
for Julia Child and 500 of her guests for her
80th birthday at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in
Marina del Rey in February, 1993.
“It was an honor to be asked to cook for her,”
Chef Glin told the reporter. “She changed the
way everyone thought about French cooking;
she made it fun. She was so warm and so funny,
and real. Amazing. I’ll never forget it.”
While the dinner was being prepared, Chef
Glin revealed, Julia Child became curious. She
visited the kitchen one morning, and she
wasn't quite put together. “Her wig was on
crooked,” Chef Glin recalled. “When someone
told her, she just laughed, straightened it and
kept going.”
The Big Hearts for Little Hearts Desert Guild
was established seven years ago to benefit Loma
Linda University Children’s Hospital; its
members have raised more than $500,000 since
its inception.
Chef Herve Glin of Cork Tree Cali-
fornia Cuisine answers a question
during a cooking demonstration
attended by members of Big Hearts
for Little Hearts Desert Guild.
By Nancy Yuen
Stories of changed lives and families healedwere told during Loma Linda University
Behavioral Medicine Center’s (BMC) Seeds of
Hope fundraising dinner. The audience was
composed of families who have found healing at
the BMC and their therapists, friends, donors,
and the community.
Bill Cranfill, a lieutenant with the Redlands
Police Department, shared a story about a child
who had suffered abuse without help or
support, and whose pain became so unbearable
that he killed his own brother.
Lieutenant Cranfill emphasized that it is
everyone’s responsibility—neighbors, teachers,
coaches—to raise awareness about mental illness
and substance abuse. He said that the services
offered by the BMC are helping those who are in
need of healing and hope. These changed lives
are transforming the future of our community.
During the Loma Linda University Behavioral Medicine Center’s annual Seeds of
Hope fundraising dinner, Christina Boudreau describes how she found redemp-
tion and the love of Christ as she completed treatment for bulimia and cutting
herself at the Behavioral Medicine Center.
LLU Behavioral Medicine Center shares
Seeds of Hope
Seeds of Hope was emceed by Tara Reilly, San
Bernardino County Superior Court judge.
Judge Reilly commented that she has presided
over countless cases in her own courtroom that
might have been averted had families received
care at the BMC.
Further highlighting how the BMC is
impacting and changing hundreds of lives, 18-
year-old Christina Boudreau shared her story in
a video and then in a live presentation.
Responding to name-calling in her high school
and the pressures of fitting in, Christina became
bulimic and also began cutting herself.
After completing treatment, Christina has
developed strength and self-confidence. “Every-
thing changed for me,” she said, “when my ther-
apist told me that there will be a dash on
everyone’s tombstone. And that dash represents
what happened in their life beginning on the
day they were born and ending with the day
they died. My therapist asked, ‘Do you want
that dash to say you were thin, a size zero, or do
you want it to say you were a wife, a mother,
and that you gave back to your community?”
Now a plus-size model, she talks to peers about
what society sees as beautiful and what she has
learned should really be important—the
redemption and love of Christ. Christina says
she found both as she received her treatment.
At the end of the evening, Susan Sequeira, one
of the founding members of the BMC’s advi-
sory council, emphasized that addiction can
happen in any family. She had no idea that her
son was using illicit drugs until police knocked
on her door and searched her home; her son
had just been arrested for heroin possession.
“If it can happen to a family like mine,” she
emphasized, “it can happen to yours.”
After experiencing just a few of the miraculous
stories of changed lives that are happening at the
hospital every day, attendees were given the
opportunity to help support the many programs
offered at the BMC. And many in the audience
who had been inspired lingered after the event
ended to talk with Lieutenant Cranfill, Judge
Reilly, Christina, and the other presenters, and
to thank them for so generously and openly
sharing their stories.
Seeds of Hope is held annually; this year’s event
was held in the historic Mitten Building in
Redlands and was sponsored by Arrowhead
Credit Union.
